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The premium license includes:
• Access to all profiles and functionalities 
• Free upgrade to any new product version
• Access to 650 servers in 30 countries
• Premium technical support within 48 hours 
during working days

The free license includes:The free license includes:
• After 7 the day’s trial period, access only to the 
Secure WiFi Hot Spot Profile (including automatic 
protection)

CyberGhost iOS 

iOS 9.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone, 
iWatch, iPad, iPad Pro, and iPod touch.

Innovative technology for the mobile-
centric lifestyle. Easy to use, unique 
features and seamless online experience. 

April 25th, 2016
Available on iOS App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cyberghost-vpn/id583009522?mt=8 

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, 
Romanian, Polish, Russian
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CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS 
Product Concept

Awarded VPN Technology

Cybersecurity Excellence 
Awards 

Finalist

“Reliable performance. Easy to use 
interface. Strong account security. 
Extensive list of servers in Europe.”

PC MAG

The latest version of the CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS is a blend of 
increased performance, seamless user experience, and top notch 
technology. The ease of use is designed to meet the 
requirements of both experienced as well as casual users. The 
new app debuts new features and 4 profiles dedicated to offering 
flawless and protected online experiences covering the needs of 
mobile users. 

CyberGhostCyberGhost 6.0 for iOS is designed to disrupt the approach of 
traditional VPNs being first to introduce automatic WiFi 
protection technology and access to unique essential features 
such as ad-blocker, anti-tracking, virus protection, and data 
compression.



CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS - Key Profiles 

Secure WiFi Hotspot

CyberGhost is the first privacy app to integrate CyberGhost is the first privacy app to integrate 
unique technologies that automatically detect 
WiFi connections. Users are protected at any 
time while all internet connections are 
anonymized and any type of communication is 
encrypted. 

The profile is optimized to encrypt and secure The profile is optimized to encrypt and secure 
emails, VoIP communication (like Skype or Viber), 
passwords, payment and banking details or 
personal data. Based on the user behavior, the 
Secure WiFi Hotspot profile allows users to switch 
between WiFis without the hassle of 
reestablishing the VPN connection every time. 
This innovative technology proactively secures This innovative technology proactively secures 
users data. 

Secured Streaming

Exclusive technology advancement allows users Exclusive technology advancement allows users 
to access streaming services with visibly 
improved speed and performance. The Secured 
Streaming profile enables rapid connections to 
services such as Netflix, YouTube, BBC, Hulu, 
ABC, and FOX, from anywhere in the world. 
Travelers or users in countries with restricted 
access to content can easily choose from a access to content can easily choose from a 
constantly updated list of more than 30 
streaming services. The profile displays 
high-quality video content and facilitates 
optional country selection of the streaming 
services. CyberGhost guarantees that all 
servers offer instant access to major streaming 
services with no need to further configure your services with no need to further configure your 
connections.  



Surf Anonymously

The profile enables secure and anonymous The profile enables secure and anonymous 
connections blocking any tracking attempt and 
hiding the original IP address. The profile is 
designed to offer a seamless surfing experience 
offering protection against phishing, data 
spying, spammy advertisers and other online 
snoopers. Users get access to 30 countries and 
more than 650 servers across the globe. The more than 650 servers across the globe. The 
profile settings allow users to either 
automatically access to the fastest servers or 
manually choose the country they want to 
connect to.  This Surf Anonymously profile is 
optimized for both WiFi and mobile networks 
providing additional protection layers through 
CyberGhost’s proprietary technology. Surf CyberGhost’s proprietary technology. Surf 
Anonymously is a complete profile integrating 
all features and services developed for 
advanced users seeking absolute protection 
and anonymity. 

Save Money

The profile aims to help users reduce expensive The profile aims to help users reduce expensive 
carrier costs on mobile data when roaming or 
creating a hotspot for other devices. The Save 
Money profile compresses and minifies HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript content while still securing all 
connections. Hassle-free experience with only 
one click!



Detailed Features
Save Money
Save mobile data when browsing on your phone or when using it as a 
hotspot for other devices. It removes and minifies HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript content.

Virus Protection
ActiveActive Virus Control is a proactive, dynamic detection technology. It 
monitors processes’ behavior in real-time, as they are running, and tags 
suspicious activities. 

Remove Advertising
Server side based ad filtering.
 
Block Tracking
Blocks content that tracks your online activity.Blocks content that tracks your online activity.

Privacy and Security

Threats to privacy keep diversifying. E-mail, messaging, the entire Web 
presence and activities can be targeted. CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS 
addresses them all, protecting data with a range of specialized features 
and functions.

NAT Firewall
Server-hostedServer-hosted firewalls protect against hacker and other threats from 
the Internet by blocking ingoing connection attempts.

DNS Leak Protection
The CyberGhost infrastructure provides secure DN-Server to circumvent 
censorship and to prevent data phishing by faked websites.

Auto Internet Kill Switch
TheThe automatic blocking of all open Internet connections prevents from 
exposing personal data over unprotected lines in cases of unpredictable 
disruptions. 

Military Grade Encryption
256 AES-BIT CBC Encryption

No Logs
PaymentPayment options ranging from in-app to Bitcoin, one of the few VPN 
providers certified by ISO and the first privacy company to publish a 
Transparency Report, CyberGhost is committed to its NO LOGS policy 
requiring the minimum user data to run the service.



System Requirements

Recommended system requirements:
• Operating system: iOS9.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone, iPad, iPad 
Pro, and iPod touch. 
• Size: 29,9 MB

Integrates with:
•• Apple Watch

Testing Guidelines

CYBERGHOST 6.0 FOR IOS

CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS can be downloaded from the App Store. 
CyberGhost requires access to VPN and push notifications. iOS will ask 
users to confirm access in order to be able to establish secure 
connections. 

Profiles

CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS provides the following profiles

• Secure WiFi Hotspot 
• Secured Streaming
• Surf Anonymously
• Save Money



Secure WiFi Hotspot Profile: Automatically detects and protects 
WiFi connections.

The Profile can be configured from the CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS main 
interface > Secure WiFi Hotspot > Options > Start Protection. Users can 
choose various > Protection Settings like 

• Remove Advertising
• Block Tracking
•• Virus Protection

> Start Protection 

Once the profile is enabled, the interface will inform users about the 
successful protection and a counter will track the 

• Number of Ads blocked
• Malicious content 
• Tracking attempts blocked

The Tab Manage future behavior for this WiFi allows users to select from a 
range of future actions applied to the certain WiFi such as:

• Always ask for protection: Every time your phone tries to connect to 
that particular WiFi, CyberGhost proactively asks you if you want to be 
protected. By tapping the push notification, a secure connection is 
established. 

• Always protect automatically: Every time your phone connects to 
that WiFi, CyberGhost automatically starts a VPN connection.that WiFi, CyberGhost automatically starts a VPN connection.

• Disable protection: If you already have a VPN connection on and you 
reach a WiFi with this option enabled, CyberGhost will disable the VPN 
connection. 

• Ignore: By choosing this option, CyberGhost will ignore new 
connections made on this WiFi.



Statistics with the blocked ads, the blocked malicious content and
tracking attempts are displayed and updated with any new connection.
  

that WiFi, CyberGhost automatically starts a VPN connection.

• Disable protection: If you already have a VPN connection on and you 
reach a WiFi with this option enabled, CyberGhost will disable the VPN 
connection. 

• Ignore: By choosing this option, CyberGhost will ignore new 
connections made on this WiFi.



Secured Streaming: Access to blocked streaming services from all 
over the world 

CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS is the first app to offer an integrated streaming 
services selection. In This way, users avoid the hassle of choosing the 
right country or server to unblock content. 

TheThe Profile can be configured from the CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS main 
interface > Secured Streaming > Choose Website > select desired 
streaming service and country. Users can choose from various 
streaming services like Netflix, BBC, Hulu, YouTube and many others. 
The last used service will appear first as well as the most popular. A 
search bar is also available.

OnceOnce the profile is enabled, the app will inform users about the 
successful access to the streaming service.



Surf Anonymously: Prevents online tracking, hacker attacks, and 
secures personal or financial data 

The Surf Anonymously profile enables secured connections by hiding 
the real IP, encrypting communications and preventing hacking 
attempts. The profile is optimized for protecting both WiFis and mobile 
networks. 
TheThe Profile can be configured from the main interface > Surf 
Anonymously > Options > Select the desired country. Users can opt for 
connections to one of the 30 countries listed or select > Automatic and 
a connection to the fastest server will be enabled.



> Start Surfing 
Once the profile is enabled, the app will inform users 
about the successful connection and a counter will track the: 
• Number of Ads blocked
• Malicious content 
• Tracking attempts blocked

Statistics with the blocked ads, the blocked malicious content and Statistics with the blocked ads, the blocked malicious content and 
tracking attempts are displayed and updated with any new connection 
that is initiated.  

Users can choose various > Protection Settings like: 
• Remove Advertising
• Block Tracking
• Virus Protection
• Save Money



Save Money: Reduce carrier costs on mobile data or when 
roaming.

The Save Money profile compresses and minifies HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript content while still securing all connections. Hassle-free 
experience with only one click!

TheThe Profile can be configured from the main interface Save Money 
Profile > Enable Compression. Once the profile is enabled, the app will 
inform users about the successful connection.

Log In Section

CyberGhost 6.0 for iOS offers additional settings available in the
Settings Tab on the left corner. 

To benefit from all the features and profiles, after the 7 days’ trial period, 
users must upgrade by purchasing the app from the official App Store or 
by acquiring a Premium Plus license from the CyberGhost website. 

IfIf purchased from the App Store, an account will be created and users will 
be automatically logged in. The only account management option is 
Recover Purchases handled by Apple. A Change Account option is 
available only for users that have a Premium Plus subscription.

UsersUsers can also use the app and log in if they have a Premium Plus 
subscription that is available for purchase on the CyberGhost website. In 
this way, they get access to their account and can manage up to 5 devices. 
The management console offers statistics and users can also configure 
new devices and feature preferences, change passwords, and even add 
new GNU/Linux based devices.





Settings

To select the way new password protected networks will be treated, 
users can opt for 

> Default behavior for new WiFi networks 
and choose actions for

> Password protected WiFi

such as: such as: 

• Always ask for protection: Every time your phone tries to connect to 
that particular WiFi, CyberGhost proactively asks you if you want to be 
protected. By tapping the push notification, a secure connection is 
established. 

• Always protect automatically: Every time your phone connects to that 
WiFi, CyberGhost automatically starts a VPN connection.

•• Disable protection: If you already have a VPN connection on and you 
reach a WiFi with this option enabled, CyberGhost will disable the VPN 
connection. 

• Ignore: By choosing this option, CyberGhost will ignore new 
connections made on this WiFi.



For networks that don’t require a password, users can decide behavior 
from:   

> Default behavior for new WiFi networks 

and then choose actions for

>Free access WiFi

•• Always ask for protection: Every time your phone tries to connect to 
that particular WiFi, CyberGhost proactively asks you if you want to be 
protected. By tapping the push notification, a secure connection is 
established. 

• Always protect automatically: Every time your phone connects to that 
WiFi, CyberGhost automatically starts a VPN connection.

•• Disable protection: If you already have a VPN connection on and you 
reach a WiFi with this option enabled, CyberGhost will disable the VPN 
connection. 

• Ignore: By choosing this option, CyberGhost will ignore new 
connections made on this WiFi.



The Help tab is redirecting users to the CyberGhost VPN website 
offering general support through the Frequently Asked Questions tab, 
the Troubleshooter tab or Premium Support for the premium 
subscriptions. 

The My Achievements section offers an overview of the multiple badges 
users receive depending on their activity and interaction with the 
various functions of the app. 

The Feedback section is allowing CyberGhost’s developers to listen and The Feedback section is allowing CyberGhost’s developers to listen and 
constantly improve the product. 



Payment Plan

After the first 7 days, users can either upgrade or use limited features 
of the app. Under the Upgrade Tab, users can opt for various plans, 
depending on their needs. 

Free users will still have acces to the Secure WiFi Hot Spot Profile with Free users will still have acces to the Secure WiFi Hot Spot Profile with 
full protection functionality but without the additional features like the 
Ad Blocker etc

Website:      http://www.cyberghostvpn.com/ 

Contact:      press.office@cyberghost.ro 

Support:  https://www.cyberghostvpn.com/en_us/support 

Contact Info




